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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. In the sterile white corridors of a mental ward - and the unexplored passages of the
mind - unfolds a novel of heart-clutching terror, with a cast of characters caught inextricably in its
lurking mystery: Dan Bollinger - Ex-Vietnam vet drifting on a marijuana cloud. Women came to his
wilderness cabin, one after another, and never left. He insisted he never killed them - until terrifying
mental images made him realize, with startled horror, that he knew the burial sites of each girl,
though their deaths remained shrouded in mystery! Elizabeth Bodac - Charmed and challenged by
Dan s enigmatic, elusive personality and the riddle locked in his brain, she vowed to discover Dan s
secret - and save him. But was she trying to save a madman, a murderer, or both? Debra Bollinger
- Dan s twin sister, a brooding eccentric consumed by a long-standing psychic love for her brother -
and a smoldering passion for him that yet threatened to erupt. Dr. Jeffrey Kossuth - Head of the
mental hospital, he swore Dan was the killer even as he began to write Dan s...
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This composed pdf is excellent. We have go through and that i am certain that i am going to likely to read again once more down the road. I am just happy
to explain how this is basically the very best publication i have go through within my own daily life and can be he best publication for actually.
-- Anika  K er tz m a nn-- Anika  K er tz m a nn

Completely essential go through ebook. It is definitely basic but shocks in the 50 percent from the publication. I am delighted to let you know that this is the
best pdf i have go through inside my individual lifestyle and can be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Da m ien Reynolds I--  Da m ien Reynolds I
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